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I am Christian Jackson, a Licensed Professional Counselor in SC.
My experience as a trauma specialist and several years developing
tailored curricula for non-profit organizations (including original,

evidence-based assessment tools), delivering recent best
practices as a professional development trainer across industries

helps me offer well-rounded information to participants of my
training events. It’s also a good time, as I have a record of eliciting
engagement with thought-provoking questions and activities for

different types of learners. 
Diversifying my skill sets help me do my part to address needs

gaps and educate providers who support community members,
while de-stigmatizing mental health issues.

I am the author and publisher of Daddy Issues: How to Detangle
from the Sins of our Fathers, and its workbook by the same name

to address the multi-level trauma for women who have
experienced difficult relationships with their fathers. I have the
opportunity to lead a live, virtual group called the Daddy Issues

Healing Circle for women who want to deepen their experience!
Couch with Christian is the foundation of the movement to help

women feel safe while addressing the result of difficult, life-
changing experiences. My goal is to use my knowledge, training,
and skill set to educate and support women as they navigate the

impact of their various traumas.
For any additional questions, please email Christian Jackson at info@couchwithchristian.com
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OFFERS

PROFESSIONAL KEYNOTE (UP TO 60 MIN.)
Starting at $1,500 
-Pre-event promotion on all social media platforms
-Tailored speech and presentation for the event

PROFESSIONAL KEYNOTE (UP TO 60 MIN.) + BREAKOUT
SESSION 
(UP TO 60 MIN.)
Starting at $2,000
-Pre-event promotion on all social media platforms
-Tailored speech for the event
-Free CWC Digital Download for relevant content
-Follow up E-mail for attendees with additional and
relevant resources where appropriate

BREAKOUT SESSION (UP TO 60 MIN.)
Starting at $1,500
-Pre-event promotion on all social media platforms
-Tailored workshop for theme assigned
-Free CWC Digital Download for relevant content
-Follow up E-mail for attendees with additional, relevant,
resources where appropriate
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It has been an honor and a privilege to have Christian as a colleague and
sounding board. Since completing graduate school and becoming a

licensed clinician, Christian has been a referral source, a promoter of my
business and other mental health professionals, and a constant resource

for encouragement and support. As Christian has built her brand, she
has been willing to lend a helping hand, guiding me through the perils

and pitfalls of private practice to enhance mental health
communication. She surely does not think robbery to share her talents

with other professionals, and it is the clinician and the client who are all
the better for it!

Jessica C. Vann LPC, NCC
 InVision Counseling 

 

I opened up my private practice this past June. Ever since opening,
Christian has been extremely helpful with guiding me through the
different nuances of being a business owner as well as a therapist,

and how to make the two work together. She's very talented in
helping others set goals, and it always makes me feel special when

she checks in to see how everything is going. She's busy too and
doesn't have to do that, but takes the time anyway. Knowing that she

cares that much helps me trust that she's an excellent resource for
me to use.

-Cheryl Coleman, LMFT
 

"Christian is amazing. I enjoyed hearing her last year at the leadership
conference. She is so down-to-earth and easy to talk to. I really enjoy

hearing her discussions on differences among generations and how she
creates such a safe space for sharing and talking about difficult topics."

-Professional development participant, anonymous
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